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Silver Rose

The Silver Rose 
The Silver Rose brings forth subtle Divine 

and cosmic wisdom keys. They are of 

feminine power, inner magnetism and 

spiritual alchemy. Her essence is of the 

inner mysteries, the inner pulse and the 

subconscious. These are rhythms that flow 

through the sensitive pathways and rivers 

in the body and soul.  

This is a lineage that carries the potent 

light frequencies and principles of the 

Silver threads along with a rich legacy 

of spiritual teachings to awaken subtle 

feminine Gifts and senses. 

Within the Silver Rose Temple we are going 

to focus on the awakening of the Silver 

thread or cord. The cord, in essence is the 

life stream between our body, oversoul and 

pure source.  In the opal Rose temple, we 

re-activated our Anthahkarana pathway 

and now to deepen our embodiment we are 

focusing on the pure LifeStream inherent 

within the Anthahkarana/ Rainbow bridge.

Many mystics, physics and spiritual 

masters have perceived a subtle Silver cord/

thread running through the central channel 

Sushumna, from the body to the oversoul 

and then to the source. This life-stream 

is what keeps us grounded in our physical 

incarnation. More is shared on the Silver 

thread in the following pages.  The Silver 

Rose teachings are presented through the 

petals of Peace, Love & Destiny and imparted 

by the Rose council and elders of the Silver 

Spirit Lodge. 

The Silver Lodge is an etheric temple that is 

the house/harem to the pristine Collective 

Dream of Sophia.  It acts as a portal to 

connect us to the pure essence of the Souls 

sacred path and destiny.

It contains ancient wisdom keys, akasha 

templates, healing modalities and is a holy 

sanctuary to commune, merge and feel at 

one with the Great mysteries.  The Silver 

Spirit Lodge is a cosmic womb temple and 

stargate of the Great Dreamscape.  Like the 

womb it acts as a sacred chamber to align 

seed, gestate and birth Dreams into their 

destined realities. 

The Great Lodge is Tended by the High 

Council of the Rose who are advanced 

galactic beings. They include angelic, 

Stellar, planetary, terrestrial and hybrid 

souls’ groups.  It is located between Sirius 

and Venus and also has connected spheres in 

other locations including in the subterrain 

inner earth city, Telos and Shambhala the 

city of light,  which is the 5th dimensional 

expression of Earth. 



The Silver Rose 

The Silver Rose will awaken the oracle and 

prophetess templates within the cells and 

bloods of the body. 

The teachings will also go deeper into the  

initiation and activations of the Violet 

Rose lineage. Grounding the Mind/Vision 

Centre with the Holy Womb.  

Ultimately, she is your pathway to your 

soulful destiny. The Silver, Gold and 

Illuminous pink Roses are the foundations 

of the Tantric methodology from the Grail 

lineage that will be introduced in the White 

and Pink Temples of the Rose. 

The Silver teachings impart powerful 

regenerative and protective codes that act as 

a cleanser and remover of lower frequencies. 

It decodes at a deep subconscious level and 

unlocks ancient trauma from our DNA and 

lineage. Unveiling vows of secrecy, seals and 

lower forms of agreements and expressions 

that are active in this life through all time and 

space, dimensions and timelines. 

 This process of unravelling, healing and 

unveiling is embodied through the resonance 

chamber of peace, harmony and dispensation. 

The Silver Rose is a sublime Soulful Alchemist 

of Truth and integrity. She invites you into 

the realms of Holy raw Feminine in her full 

POWER.

You are called to step more deeply and lightly 

into the Silver Lodge and to begin your new 

spiral of integrity. 

The peace code sequence is a new earth 

template of subtle  insight, understanding and 

activations that will support your evolution 

and birthing of the Golden paradigm within.  

It is a pure moment to say YES to living from 

the inner sate of calm, peace and harmony. 

And So it is. 



“From our integrity 
comes peace. From 
our inner peace comes 
collective peace, 
harmony and love upon 
the Earth.”

Silver Rose



Embedded in Silver Rose teachings are codes of Soul 

communication and Divine Guidance through the 

activation of Psychic Sense. These aspects and gifts 

are intrinsic to the feminine magnetic Intuition. These 

Lunar Senses are delicate and subtle in nature, gentle 

and sensual.  -Psychic root in Greek: mind, spirit, 

consciousness; mental processes; the human soul; breath 

of life; literally, “that which breathes” or “breathing”)

The Silver Rose is rooted in prophecy, tantric union and 

intuitive knowingness. This is the process of alchemising 

the magnetic Lunar Senses through the embodiment and 

magic of the Womb. This is a re-connective remembrance 

methodology that consists of activating the attribute 

through the higher -self and integrating them through 

sensual embodiment ritual, art and mastery. 

The teachings are transmitted through the 888 Rose code 

of Peace, harmony and bliss. Sophia, through feminine 

Christ Master Beings, are the embodiment of the holy 

spirit and are symbolic of the Offering of Peace to 

humanity.  These include the Magdalene such as Mary 

Magdalene and White Buffalo Woman. 

 and of quietness before they rise and reveal. Once 

activated they become more present and alive offering 

the gifts of healing through the way of Love.

 The Silver Spirit Lodge is an etheric  crystalline temple 

that is an interdimensional stargate portal to the cosmic 

Womb and its infinite wisdom. The Silver lodge is a 

temple House  where the Rosa council of light gathers.   

It originates from the Pleiades and is a holy place to 

attune to the infinite wisdom of creation. 

The infinity symbol holds a deep meaning for spirituality, 

love, beauty, and power. The mysticism of our past and 

the possibility for an eternal future give the infinity 

symbol a sense of awe and wonder.

toward the oversoul level of awareness.  Imbuing,  

 They are ascended masters, angelic beings and Goddesses 

whose destinies are to guide, mentor, protect and 

transmit the magical alchemy of the Rose and its lineage. 

The mystical Rose council have walked upon the earth 

within different timelines, dimensions and timeframes. 

Anchoring and grounding embodied alive key codes of 

Unity on their paths of enlightenment, illumination and 

ascension.

 The lineage is anchored in feminine mysteries and 

guided by Venus and her transformative path of love in 
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Silver Rose

High Priestess 
Priestess
Initiate
 

 

The high knowledge is received through activations,  downloads, transmissions, ceremony & Magic and rites/

practices. They unfold within the feminine body as a receptacle,  in beautiful ways,  unique to each individual 

temple keeper. It takes a level of devotional discipline to unveil the sacred powers as they are beyond the 

conscious mind and physical sensuality that we are accustomed to. They dwell in the quiet silence of pure 

Light-Love and Bliss. Fertile, pregnant and becoming, simultaneously,  as one in holiness and sanctity. 

∞ The infinity symbol represents a sense of simplicity and balance and peace. It reminds us of the ceremonial 

layers of creation and our immortal and eternal nature. Originating from the Latin infinitas which means 

“unboundedness”, infinity is the concept of endlessness or limitlessness. 

The initiate   is the path of consciously choosing to live from the highest truth and awareness. The initiate 

is the aspect of self that shifts from a specific perspective and comes into a new relationship with self through 

the ascension process. The initiate embarks on a life that is sacred and whole. 

Clairsentience (empathic intuition) is a deeply feminine journey and requires a highly consciousness awareness 

to thyself.  Empathy is the ability to feel the emotional templates of another. This is a natural quality of being 

Human yet the true purity of Empathy has been misaligned. Clairsentience is feeling what other people are 

feeling. And although this term is used synonymously with empathic, clairsentient more specifically refers to 

a higher level of “sensing clearly” the emotional experience.

The Priestess demonstrates “doing Goddess’ will on earth through her.” The Priestess has passed through 

the initiatory foundations and continues her path of healing and dedication to her connection to spirit. She is 

a pure conduit of the High-Priestess and Goddess, a rainbow bridge. 

on.

 

As part of the Yellow rose you will recevie a goddess tranmssion that is a One of the petals of 

wisdom that we will be exploring in the yellow rose curriculum is the healing modalities of the 

Roses. The Rose mandala is a unified field of consciousness that is a sanctuary with 

chambers for higher learning, gnosis and healing within the Great Venues Rose Temple. 



I N N A T E  G I F T S

D R E A M  C O U N C I L  &  E L D E R S 

Love
Peace
Harmony

Those who are claircognizant might find that 

information comes to them easily, especially as they 

write. They might also feel that they get such a sense 

of knowing that the feeling is overwhelming and action 

must be taken, or that the deep “knowing” feeling 

shows up as intuitive pearls of information. Oftentimes, 

those who are claircognizant do not resonate with 

feeling, hearing, or seeing intuitively.

 High priestess soul embodiment gifts - literally embody 

the goddess. 

The High- Priestess demonstrates pure receptivity, 

openness and intuition. She is an eternal feminine 

doorway to creation and the great Seer’ of Truth. The 

High Priestess is identified with the Shakti/Shekhinah, 

the female indwelling presence of the divine.  She 

embodies pure love and is the finest expression of the 

feminine nature. She is the all-knowing nature of life. 

Those who are Claire Maria- prophetess naturally 

shift subtle awareness through the holy spirit within 

the Womb, holy grail centre. The Maria -Prophetess 

comes into Sacred Union with the holy spirit and the 

most powerful Holy Spirit within the womb to embody 

the prophetess and peace codes. Through this sense 

you express the unseen mysteries of the Great Mystery 

through presence, pure and holy expression of the 

Divine Feminine Christ.

The Maria Prophetissa is a walking mother avatar 

and oracle. Through her sacred marriage with spirit 

she emanates, walks and breathes the Power Words 

of Sophia.  She is a living presence of Goddess Love, 

wisdom and Light. 

The Dream Council and a Lemurian light 

collective elders are a lineage of Dreamers who 

hold the Pristine Galactic Dream of Gaia. Ancient 

Egyptians Mayan, celts and earth indigenous 

lineages understood that in dreams, our eyes, 

senses and bodies are opened. We can refer to our 

Dream body as the sanctuary or house containing 

our dream state knowledge.  

I like the Egyptians word for dream, rest, as it is 

connected  “to be awake”. It was written with a 

symbol representing an open eye.

 

Through conscious dream travel and journeying, 

ancient civilization explored our multidimensionality 

through visiting interdimensional portals such as 

the Silver Spirit Lodge and communing and co-

creating to tend and activate personal and collective 

Dream manifestation. To ignite the dream body 

is to awaken to our inner multidimensional 

universe. It was understood that true initiation 

and transformation takes place in a deeper reality 

accessible through the dream journey beyond the 

body. 





The silver cord in metaphysical 

studies and literature, also known 

as the sutratma or life thread of the 

Anthahkarana, refers to a life-giving 

linkage from the higher self (atma) 

down to the physical body. 

It also refers to an extended synthesis 

of this thread and a second (the 

consciousness thread, passing from the 

soul to the physical body) that connects 

the physical body to the etheric body, 

onwards to the astral body and finally to 

the mental body.

The Silver Cord  is an integrated, energetic 

and fluidic threaded structure of energy 

filaments that connect the physical and 

ethereal bodies to the higher self, Oneness 

and Sophia, during a person’s lifetime of 

incarnation.  This cord is luminous and 

a major line of force of energy. It is only 

severed completely after the process of 

death. 

During the life experience of a human 

being the Silver Cord provides a powerful 

energetic fusion between the physical 

and ethereal bodies and the soul 

enabling it to create a continual two-way 

telepathic and energetic flow in the form 

of a loop. This process takes place on 

the subconscious and unconscious level 

through the mind, body and spirit.

The Cords connect to the Grail circuitry, 

the Womb, Heart and Mind as is the 

central to tantric subtle anatomy. It 

is highly active, grounded and vital 

within oracles and prophetesses who 

are adept in Ritual art of advanced astral 

travel, Conscious Dreaming and psychic 

exploration. 

When you are outside of your body 

through the process of Astral Projection 

or Lucid Dreaming you can observe the 

luminous Silver Cord. It usually happens 

when you look downward or away when 

you are drifting upward.  

The term is derived from Ecclesiastes 

12:6-7 in the Jewish Bible or Christian 

Old Testament.

“Or ever the silver cord be loosed, or the 

golden bowl be broken, or the pitcher be 

broken at the fountain, or the wheel broken 

at the cistern. Then shall the dust return to 

the earth as it was: and the spirit shall return 

unto God who gave it.”

T H E  S I LV E R  T H R E A D  L I F E  S T R E A M



Silver Rose

D R E A M  T E M P L E  S T A R  B O D Y

The dream temple is your dream Body. I 

call it the Dream Star body that, in essence,  

is a state of being and an attainment of 

self-mastery to astral travel, shapeshift 

and conjure our Dreams into reality. 

The Dream Body is a cosmic gateway into 

higher learning, intelligence and soul 

expansion through the revelations code of 

Oneness, peace and harmony that impart 

the truth that we are interconnected to all 

of life.   

The Dream body is a state where we are fully 

present, peaceful and awake to our destiny, 

(Samadhi). The Silver Rose will call forth,  

along with your higher -self,  your inner 

Dream Council to accompany the activation 

of your Dream body. The Tools and process 

within the Silver Rose temple will open new 

keys of awareness for creating, expressing 

and manifesting your sacred Magdalene 

flame in new and beautiful ways.  The 

Dream Body is interlaced with the destiny 

and anatomy of the silver thread.  As we 

remember and call our Dream Body into 

full integration, we nourish our vital life- 

force and the Life-Force of the Garden of 

Eden. 

 Its function is to keep your incarnated soul 

attached and grounded to your physical 

body through the infusion of the Universal 

Life Force. As we activate our consciousness 

dreaming state, we begin to perceive, what 

the Native American call the Global Dream, 

our destiny and role in the mass restoration 

of anchoring Heaven on Earth. 

Currently there is a rise and destined 

reactivation, resurrection and sanctification 

of the Holy grail Union codes embodied 

through Mary Magdalene and Jeshua. 

 The Dream temple is a stargate within you 

and at night-time we leave our physical 

body and travel outwardly onto the higher 

astral and Heavenly planes. With our Silver 

Cord firmly grounding and attaching us to 

our bodies we are able to project our souls 

upward into the higher realms to connect 

with loved ones and our Spirit Guides, heal 

and obtain information for use here on 

the Earthly Plane and plan for our future 

experiences. 



The Glyph is a key to opening the pri-

mordial powers of the sacred feminine 

codes. Rooted in the Holy Grail myster-

ies. It is connected to oracle, Priestess, 

high- Priestess and Earth’s prophecies. 

It contains knowledge and light to har-

monise and merge with the Silver Thread 

of our soul’s destiny.  The Glyph acts 

as a fountain of eternal love and light,  

heightening  new levels of sensitivi-

ty, Physic gifts ,  integrated sensuality 

and clarity on the Path of the Magdalene 

Rose. Her expression is Pure Harmony, 

peace, integrity. Her gift is the attain-

ment of sacred Love through balancing 

alchemical forces within. The Glyph is a 

wisdom key used in the marriage cham-

ber rites and the longevity temples.              

Ritual Full Moon Ceremony~ On the Vir-

go Full Moon practice the lunar healing 

ritual on the following page to activate 

the 8th Glyph.

The Silver Rose Glyph



Silver Rose

F U L L  M O O N  R I T U A L

Full Moon Water Ritual

Drawing Down the Moon is a powerful priestess 

ceremonial ritual to conjure the deep feminine 

codes of abundance, wisdom and transforma-

tive power. We will bring forth the Moon’s en-

ergy and light for healing and awakening the 

flow of peace, gratitude and spiritual abun-

dance. 

Read the exercise beforehand. 

What you will need~

A bath, shower or a natural water source

Rose Petals

Candles

A prayer and/or an intention for healing

Prepare your space around the shower or 

bath. Candles, flowers, oils, scents, crystals 

and sounds. Ensure you have some sacred 

private space to fully immerse into the ritual. 

1~ Before entering the bath, shower or natural 

water source. Stand naked at the edge of the 

body of water. 

Set sacred space and call in your guides 

and the Magdalene flame and Order. Whilst 

standing close your eyes and visual, perceive 

or intent the Full Virgo Moon bathing you 

with her silvery light. Bathe in this star dust 

and visual a strong silver sphere around your 

body 3 feet in diameter. 

2~ Say the affirmation 1 to 3 times out loud. 

I Am a divine conduit of pure harmony and 

Light

Embodying Peace

I Am

3~ Be fully aware of your physical body,  feel 

and perceive all of your cells gleaming and 

harmonious. 

4~Still standing,  fully grounded and 

anchored in your feminine Queen beauty,  

begin the womb/yoni breathing. Do this for 3 

to 13 times. Be still and embody your personal 

intention before you enter the water. 



F U L L  M O O N  R I T U A L 
& 

G LY P H  A C T I VA T I O N

Full Moon Water Ritual

5. Enter the water consciously, feel her and 

feel your body as they merge. As you are 

lying in the bath, perceive the water as silver 

crystalline liquid. 

In the shower visual the water as a silver 

fountain. Bathe and Connect to subtle 

frequencies and sound of the Moon, your 

heart and your dreams. 

6~ Bring your awareness to your coccyx area. 

Visualise, perceive or intent the opening of a 

radiant silver rose 1 inch above the tip of the 

tailbone.   Breathe in through the nose out 

through the mouth. 

7~Imagine the Silvery Rose transforming into 

the 8th Glyph. The glyph spins clockwise 3 

times to activate the 8th Sophia star.  Be here 

for as long as you wish.   You will know when 

to complete.  

8-As you relax in the water become aware of 

a singing bowl on your heart centre. 

The bowl begins to sound and emanates 

peaceful and loving melodies into your heart 

and body to complete the ritual .

9~ In your own timing open your eyes. Feel 

your naked body and smile at her. Breathe in 

through the nose and out through the mouth. 

Be with yourself for as long as needed. Keep 

returning to the breath and gratitude. 

Creative writing, the soul tantra yoga and 

sound is a great way to integrate.

 

 



The Lemurian Dreamers are our high council, 
spiritual guides and dream mentors that work 
with us to embody higher states of consciousness 
by intentionally weaving and manifesting our 
dreams into reality.

The Lemurian Dream Gatekeeper- tends the 
doorways that open as your dream body/astral 
self-travels to specific realms and dreamscapes. 
The Gatekeeper is a guardian and advisor to 
deciphering which Dream direction to follow.  
The Dream Tender  -tends all your dreams. 
They know All of our Dream. They know 
everything about the dream state. They co-create 
with your higher- self to tend only Dreams of 
Love. The Dream tender casts out nightmares, 
misaligned and old dreams. 
Dream Healer- Heals through your dream 
body and effects change by healing patterns and 
behaviors beyond the conscious mind. 
Dream Seeder-  The Dream seeder seeds and 
weaves new dreams into your reality. 
Lemurian Dreamer- the over- lighting Dream 
oversoul group who acts as the shapeshifter. The 
Lemurian Dreamer calls the mystery and aligns us 
to our destined Dreams. 
 
Call on the Dream council before you sleep. 1 by 
1 spend a few minutes with each Master Dreamer. 
 
State your intention for your dream. Healing, 
removing a nightmare or creating a new dream as 
ideas. 
 
Breathe and then Sleep. 
 
The Following morning on awakening write about 
your dream or your state of being before you rise.

Silver Rose

T H E  L E M U R I A N  D R E A M 
C O U N C I L



“You have noticed that everything an Indian does is 
in a circle, and that is because the power of the world 
always works in circles, and everything tries to be 
round.

In the old days all our power came to us from the 
sacred hoop of the nation; and so long as the hoop 
was unbroken, the people flourished. The flowering 
tree was the living center of the hoop, and the circle 
of the four quarters nourished it. The east gave peace 
and light, the south gave warmth, the west gave rain, 
and the north with its cold and mighty wind gave 
strength and endurance. This knowledge came to us 
from the outer world with our religion.

Everything the power of the world does is done in 
a circle.The sky is round, and I have heard that the 
Earth is round like a ball and so are all the stars. The 
wind, in its greatest power, whirls. Birds make their 
nests in circles, for theirs is the same religion as ours. 
The sun comes forth and goes down again in a circle. 
The moon does the same and both are round. Even 
the seasons form a great circle in their changing and 
always come back again to where they were.

The life of a man is a circle from childhood-to-
childhood, and so it is in everything where power 
moves. Our tipis were round like the nests of birds, 
and these were always set in a circle, the nation’s 
hoop, a nest of many nests, where the Great Spirit 
meant for us to hatch our children.

—Black Elk, Holy Man of the Oglala Sioux”



 

SILVER ROSE 
VISION QUEST

∞  Find yourself a prayer book. Begin to write the prayers that 
you receive during dreamtime. This can be as you sleep, as you 
daydream or as you practice your soul tantra. 

∞ Write or share with the group your experiences of the peace 
codes sequence. What energies arose? Write and express this 
experience without judgement and bathe these energies in love, 
peace and harmony. 

∞ ~Call in your Lemurian Dream Council. Your Dream Gate-
keeper. Dream Tender, Dream Healer, Dream Seeder, Lemurian 
Dreamer. 

∞ Draw or paint the Glyph of the 8th Temple and gateway.

∞    Do a meditation to sense or perceive your silver thread/
cord.

∞   Express what came up for you during or after the Full Moon 
Lunar Ritual.
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